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“I also want to bet that this is a magical pill refined by our Danding Sect. After taking it, it 

can greatly increase the strength in a short period of time. I wonder how many spiritual 

stones it is worth?” 

Another warrior stepped forward, Putting a bottle of elixir on the table, he asked with hot 

eyes. 

“Magic Pill? Yes, how about counting four spiritual stones for you?” Huang Yinyin said. 

“Okay, okay! It’s settled!” The man looked overjoyed. 

The quality of divine power pills is between mid-grade pills and high-grade pills. It is difficult 

for ordinary warriors to obtain, but for the Alchemy Cauldron Sect, this kind of thing is not 

considered precious. 

Being able to exchange for four spiritual stones is undoubtedly an unexpected surprise. 

“I want to bet too! This is the red blood sword of our Divine Weapon Sect. It is sharper and 

harder than the Black Iron Sword. It is definitely a rare treasure!” ” 

And me and me! This is our Yunxiao Sect. The body technique secrets, when used, are like 

ghosts, hard to catch, and can greatly improve the combat power!” ” 

How can such an interesting gambling game be missing from our Jizang Island? This is a 

specialty of our Jizang Island. The black goldfish is not only delicious, but after eating it, it 

can also replenish the blood and energy. It is definitely a top-grade delicacy!” ” 

…” 

With the disciples of the Tang Sect and the Danding Sect taking the lead, many warriors 

gathered around and started to Indicates a bet. 

For a time, the gambling table opened by Huang Yinyin was overcrowded. 



In this regard, Huang Yinyin naturally refuses anyone who comes, and anyone who has a 

treasure can bet on it. 

In gambling, nine times out of ten you lose, and the banker wins. 

Because most people cannot restrain their inner desires. Once they become greedy, there 

will be no end to it. 

If you win one game, you still want to win the second game. If you win the second game, 

you still want to win the third game. 

Even if you are lucky and can win several sentences in a row, you will always lose. 

And when you lose, you think about making up your losses. When you think about making 

up your losses, you get easily fooled, and eventually you lose more and more, until you lose 

everything, or even owe a lot of debt. 

Except for a few destined children, most gamblers end up like this. 

Even though many people know that nine times out of ten they will lose, they still gamble 

because these people have a sense of luck and feel that they are special and the only lucky 

ones. 

Theoretically speaking, as long as the banker Huang Yinyin’s assets are strong enough, 

she can harvest more than 80% of the gamblers present and make a lot of money. 

“Uncle, don’t be stunned. There are too many people betting. Come and help.” 

Huang Yinyin dealt with the warriors betting and motioned to Dustin to help. 

Several of her guardians have been dispatched to appraise and collect treasures. There is 

already some shortage of manpower. 

“Girl, looking at your posture, you seem to be well prepared.” Dustin was a little confused 

about whether to laugh or cry. 

He underestimated Huang Yinyin’s wealth-obsessed nature. Even at the martial arts 

competition, she would only miss the opportunity to make money. 

The gambling game opened today was obviously planned by Huang Yinyin. 



Otherwise, it would be impossible to bring several boxes of spiritual stones. 

At first, he didn’t think much about it, but now that he saw so many warriors taking the bait, 

he quickly reacted. 

Huang Yinyin is about to cut leeks! 

 


